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TIGER PAW NOTES
Japan Tour
A live-in tour of Japan is
being offered to UOP students
for this summer which offers
four units of credit and some
valuable cultural experience
The tour contains a live-in
portion which takes place in the
former capital of Kyoto.
Students reside for this period
with Japanese families, for an
extended period, if desired.
The 21-day tour starts July
25 and takes in Tokyo, Nikko,
Shimizu, Nagoya, Toba, Ise,
Kyoto,
Nara,
Osaka,
Takamatsu, Matsuyama and
Hiroshima. An optional ten-day
tour is available after the
Hiroshima visit.
Inclusive cost for the tour is
$1,100 while the Japan-Orient
tour is $1,560. Those interested
should contact Mr. Yusuke
Kawarabayashi in the language
Laboratory who devised and now
di rects the program.

Carousel
Players
Robert E. Moe, General
Manager of the Carousel Players
of the Coeur d'Alene Summer
Theatre, a musical repertory
company that performs in
Northern Idaho, will be holding
auditions in Stockton on April 4
for singers, dancers, actors,

Tuition Rises

musicians, and technicians who
are interested in joining the
company for the 1971 season.
Tuition at the University of
Three musicals-- "Fiddler
on the Roof", "Sound of Music", the Pacific will be increased by
and "Camelot" will be produced 1/22IO annually for the 1971-72
in repertory from July 8 .through academic year, according to an
September 5. Rehearsels start announcement released today
by the UOP Board of Regents.
June 20.
At the same time, changes in
The 16 company members,
who in the past years have come the room and board rates were
from all parts of the United announced. The cost foi
States, receive room and board board will be increased
from $840 to$860 per year and
and a small salary for their
the room costs, which varied
services.
Said Moe, "This is the from $390 to $450 per year for last
seventh year for repertory year, will become $450 in all
summer theatre in Coeur cases.
Ted F. Baun,
board
d'Alene. Each year it has
become more and more president who announced the
successful. Last year the group increases, said that the new
played to more than 7,000 people rates are similar to those which
in the 190-seat, air-conditioned are being announced by other
universities which offer a
theatre."
comparable quality education.
"It
is
extremely
unfortunate," Baun explained,
"that increasing operational
There will be an open, costs make a tuition boost
general meeting to discuss the mandatory." Baun said that the
possibility of forming an increase will not be used to
association of Oriental students. finance new programs or
capital
outlay
This meeting, which is open to all expensive
projects.
He
added
that
the
total
interested UOP students, is at
7:30pm at Grace Covell Dining university budget is being
Hall this Sunday, March 28. For trimmed in as many areas as
further information, contact possible to keep rising costs to a
John Ewan at 478-0670, Homer minimum.
Tuition will rise from $2,300
Tso at 466-3461, or Sylvia Wong at
to $2,510 per academic year for
466-3581.
the general university. Similar
increases will be applicable in
divisions of the University
operating on a different calendar
basis.
All poets can participate in
the yearly contest organized by
Palmer Publishers. Contestants
may send up to three entries, not
exceeding thirty lines each.
The winners will be notified
within 30 days, and their poems
Approximately 150 people
will be compiled into the book
"NEW POETRY". There will are expected on March 26-27 for
be no obligation of any sort to the 24th annual California
History Institute.
participants.
"California Biography" will
All entries must be mailed
by April 15th. to: Palmer, be the theme for this year's
P.O.Box 248, Miami Shores, event, which will include several
guest speakers and discussions
Florida, 33153.
on varios historical topics.
Highlights of the two-day
Quaint and Charming
event will be a talk on
Pure Nostalgia
"Biography-- The Last Act" by
C L DBEAUTIFUL
tCOiATID I N
ANTIQUES
Richard Dillon at the March 26
annual institute and foundation
"
>
banquet. Dillon, librarin at the
(
Sutro Library in San Francisco,
/
has written approximately 10
Ife Olde
books on the history of California
and the West.
In conjunction with the
institute, there will be meetings
of the Pacific Center for Western
Studies, California History
Foundation, and Conference of
California Historical Societies.
Dr. R. Coke Wood, director
"One of the largest divisions of
of the Pacific Center for Western
Consolidated Foods is now
Historical Studies, will deliver
closing remarks at the institute.
taking applicants for sales
Persons desiring more
representatives; part-time or

Orientals

Poetry Contest

Cal History
Institute

Just lounging around on
your new waterbed. Getting
hungry for something good to
eat.
TryTaco Bell.
When you're feeling
MELLOW

toas
Lower Sact. Road &
Hammer Lane

WHY PAY MORE?
SAVE ON
Pre-Recorded Cassettes
and 8-track tapes
$1 off list price

Concert Tour
The annual Spring Concert
Tour by the A Capella Choir is
taking place this week in various
Northern California
communities, Oregon and
Nevada.
Directed by J. Russell
Bodley, the 37-member group
will perform selections by
classical composers and current
folk song writers.
Appearances are scheduled
at Reno, Susanville, Redding,
Medford, Crescent City, Eureka,
Lafayette, Sebastopol, and San
Francisco.
The choir, which has been on
annual tours for more than 50
years, is one of the musical
organizations
within
the
educational program at the
Conservatory. Dr. Bodley has
been the choir director since
1934.

Bookstore
The People's Bookstore is in
need of students to volunteer a
few hours a week to work. The
job involves only minor
cataloging and shelving tasks.
Those interested should contact
John in the Bookstore in the
Anderson Y.

Herbert Kohl
The English dept. will be;
sponsoring Herbert Kohl, author
of 36 Children and The Open
Classroom as its guest lecturer
on April 20 at 2pm in the
Raymond Great Hall. The
student body is invited to hear
him.
Mr. Kohl will also speak in
the evening at 8pm at Raymond
to the teachers and public of
Stockton and vicinity. Professor
Nathan Cogan is. in charge
of arrangements.

BEETLE BAILEY

full,

for those who qualify. Call Mr.
Lind for personal interview: 4669510."

"Wr ran fct ?o« unvonr YON want"

fJERRY ALEXANDER
r

'E LC REPRESENTATIVE

Lai
if

Dedication of the $4.4 million
term
School of Pharmacy will be
combined with graduation
ceremonies at the school, and the
;tek'
dual event is scheduled for
Saturday, April 24.
C.B.William
Howell,
president
of
Geigy
Int
Pharmaceuticals and National
sed
Chairman of the Pharmacy
Center fund raising program at | jer
Pacific, will be the principal
speaker.
Leaders
from
government,
pharmacy
education and industry will be on ictw
the program, which will include jlso
presentation of degrees to
approximately 105 pharmacy
school graduates and recog vers
nition of the major donors whose
gifts help make the new facility a
Seit
reality.
Also included in the program| iertl
will be the awarding of honorary; :ent
degrees to individuals who have I fa
made outstanding contributions ient
to the field of pharmacy.
:3PF
The School of Pharmacy iior
started
in
1955
with vers:
approximately 40 students. j a!
Under the leadership of Dr. Ivan Ityi
Rowland, the school has grown
to approximately 500 students
during this semester. The new Fro
$4.4 million complex was
completed in the fall of 1970, and tic
its 100,000 square feet will be ;esn
open for public inspection in ersi
conjunction with the dedication riei
and commencement.
a:

WITH THIS AD
$1.00 OFF
ON ALARGE

eriei

I

iesl

ithe
Jadr

COMBINATION it,esSeic
the
PIZZA
ausf

DINO'S
Across from Bruner's

Wei
d to
icr<

Thurs -Sat. 11 A.M.-l P.M.
Mon.-Wed. 11 A.M.-l 1 P.M.

477-7727
SUNDAYS 2P.M.-10P.M.

BRIDAL REGISTRY
GIFTS
PARTY SUPPtfES
ART SUPPLIES

no experience necessary,
STAGE AND TV PRODUCTIONS
NAME St N cms • CROUPS • COMICS
• rCOROlNC ROCK DANCE ANO COUNTRY SANDS

Pharmacy
Dedication

Next to the Hide-A-Way on
Hammer Lane

Hoosier^

earn while you learn, paid
weekly,
fringe
benefits.
Scholarship program available

6130 Pacific Ave.
477-0082
Daily 9-6
Thurs. 9-9

information on the institute
should contact the Pacific
Center for Western Historical
Studies by telephoning 946-2405.

1133

'46"Ab16

mm

V^Best SeUECTlONj

3220 Pacific Avanua
Phoiw 466-7031
Free Delivery and Gift Wrap
OPEN MONDAY EVENINGS

1/>W i

Booft
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Three Compete for ASUOP Presidential Post
LARRY SEIDMAN
Million

by Janell Gregg

DAVID BEHNETT

Larry Seidman s basic philosophy concerns
the transformation of the present student
government from a "for you to with you, from
invisible to visible government." Placing an
emphasis on student involvement Seidman plans
to seek out student opinion and support for a more
open and responsive student government.

Candidate Dave Bennett's campaign stresses
continuity,
emphasizing the necessity of
'"atioii
continuing efforts already
begun in
and|
e
strengthening
and
expanding
the
student
role in
ed for
the decision-making processes of the university.
Bennett also emphasizes the importance of the
[ow ,
E:
university-wide
and national contacts he has
Ge%
made in his work as the chairman of the Forum on
ational
In the past decisions have been made behind
National Priorities.
fniacy
closed doors says Seidman, and students have
Since Pacific is one of the lowest endowed
fsitiiai
never really heard about the things which
schools in the country and has one of the highest
incipal
affected them until the matters were decided
dependencies on student tuition for its operating
from
There is a definite need to escape from
costs, the basic need of the university is money.
"ttact
committee-shrouded decisions and to end a power
Bennett feels this need can be met by a strong
structure which places student power in the
development program and a change in money
hands of a few people. Seidman's answer to these
policies which would allow students and faculty to
!S
problems is to increase channels of student input
work together to explore new avenues of revenue
Hi;:.;.
into the decision-making structure of the
for the institution. By effecting these changes and
university.
instituting new forms of recruiting and
publicizing the university, Pacific can increase
its efficiency and responsiveness to student needs
while gaining deserved recognition.
^eidman feels this input can be increased
Another priority on Bennett's list is the need
under the new ASUOP constitution which defines
to increase student representation on policy
student power rather than the lack of power He
making committees on all university levels. He is
also feels that the students should demand a
1970-71 PSA Social Commissioner Larry Seidman announced his
pushing for 30-50% student representation on all
student representative on the Board of Regents candidacy Monday. Larry's campaign stresses student involvement
such
committees. Under the new federal
and apply pressure until this demand is met. In
in the new ASUOP and student power as a tool for effecting change
structure of the ASUOP, COP will be able to
within the university.
addit/on he feels that student participation in
organize its government and demand
university governance should be made concrete
representation in making educational policy
in an all-university Senate made up of students,
within its departments, thus leaving ASUOP free
faculty and administrators.
to operate on the total university level.
Bennett also feels that the university should
Candidate Craig Urbani offers voters a viable
increase its involvement in the community with
From Seidman's perspective, student body
alternative in his representation of a different
the ASUOP serving a coordinating function. The
president should function as a catalyst for action,
background. A member of Phi Kappa Tau and a
programs operated by the ASUOP, Anderson Y,
a critic-in-residence of university policies, a
student of COP, Urbani feels that students ought
chapel, and other campus organizations should
spokesman for students, and a conscience for the
to be able to choose among different types of
be coordinated with community programs and
people for the office of president.
university. Seidman brings three years of
efforts to increase support and interest in various
experience in a variety of capacities in PSA as
The role of the president is that of a mediator,
programs as well as to avoid repetition of effort
an ombudsman, according to Urbani's view. That
well as with CIP, Anderson Y, and the
and expendiures.
person should be able to talk to students, deal with
Pacifican to these challenges.
He feels his
Along the lines of community involvement
problems or funnel them to the correct place and
experience has given him a feeling for what
Bennett envisions a possible student protection
help formulate and carry out policy.
makes the university tick as well as a rapport
agency which would include a legal staff to aid
To these requirements, Urbani brings an
with the student body, and working relationships
students with legal problems such as housing,
with administrators.
enjoyment of working in the government
contracts and draft counseling and advise the
structure, a working knowledge of the
ASUOP in its business dealings. Such an agency
administrators on campus, and a fairly middle
might ultimately include an environmental
position politically, all of which he feels will help
Seidman feels the university is at a turning
protection group to coordinate student and
him to be an effective president.
community efforts in ecology.
Point, especially in terms of the new constitution
Urbani has many ideas about where the
and the search for a new university president.
Changes are also needed within the ASUOP,
university can go from its present position. He
Because of this the university needs to evaluate
where once again problems are largely financial.
see 4,1
Bennett questions the fairness of cutting old
where it is in order to define where it is going and
programs to fund new ones. However, since it
what it is doing. As the university is in debt and
would also be unreasonable to tax students any
presently relies on student tuition for 75% of its
more, he feels it is necessary to find new sources
operations, Seidman sees the new university
of revenue. He proposes more social programs
President as a key in fund raising. He also feels we
along the lines of Joan Baez benefit concerts
need to take a hard look at development and
which was economically priced, did not lose
Public relations within the university.
money for the PSA and was a benefit to the
community. Bennett states, that ASUOP money
should
go largely to student services and students
Changes within the structure of student
should not be charged for films and concerts
government are also needed according to
which they have already paid for through the
eidman. He would like to see the development of
budget.
a creative outlet program in which money could
The student body president in functioning as
e set aside in the budget for new programs that
a
coordinator
and initiator of programs should
come up during the year or for supplementing
also be able to delegate authority to responsible
listing programs that wish to change or expand
people who will not only initiate but carry out
unexpectedly during the year. Seidman also
programs.
Although the president is the chief
envisions a PSA committee for community
representative of the students to the
involvement which would work with and create
administration, regents and public at large,
mPut for Anderson Y and CIP to break down the
Bennett does not see the job as a one man show but
^alls around the university.
prefers a horizontal power structure with clearly
defined responsibilities. By discovering the
student consensus on different issues the
As the present Social Commissioner Seidman
president can head a tight decision-making
nas been instrumental in implementing the most
structure responsible to all studentgroups.
v'sible part of the present student government. If
Besides heading the speaker's Forum,
e'ected he plans to make the other functions of the
Bennett is also Raymond College Coordinator and
government equally visible. By encouraging and
has headed the Raymond High Table Program.
David Bennett, 1970-71 Chairman of PSA's Forem on National
j^sponding to student needs and desires, Seidman
Carrying out his theme of continuity his only
Priorities, is seeking the ASUOP presidency. David proposes student
o°Pes to increase student power and make an
campaign promise is to spend the summer here
involvement in developing funding for university programs and
. lrtiaginative but efficient transformation of idea
continuing his present efforts and taking on the
lnt° real thing."
student participation in university policy making.
necessary preparations for next year.

CRAIG URBANI

&

4r/
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Skeels, Vaughn Vie for ASUOP Vice Presidency
By Sheri Scearce

Urbani Desires Broad
Student Power Base
from 3,2
feels the most important facet in
guiding the growth of the
university to meet the needs of
the students is student
involvement in university
governance.
An evolutionary process of
more student participation
should eventually result in a
governing structure composed
of students, faculty and
administrators. As the three
major groups involved in
education, they can best govern
the university for the collective
good.
Another area of prime
importance according to Urbani
is the selection of a new
university president. "The
student must be heard on this
issue," says Urbani. He also
feels there should be more
student input into these areas of
need: library improvement, the
development of the university's
master plan, bookstore policy,
hiring and firing policies, and the
development of new curriculum.
He also sees a need to
improve campus media such as
the student newsletter because

off campus students are "sadly
neglected because of our
inability to communicate with
them."
On the controversial issue of
athletic funding Urbani feels
there is a need to discuss the
situation with the athletic
department and find out the
alternatives of funding or not
funding. "We can't cut students
out of free admittance to the
games," says Urbani, "because
it is the job of the ASUOP to look
after all the students and their
interest."
The
new
ASUOP
constitution is a step towards
incorporating and unifying the
ASUOP according to Urbani. He
feels that having faculty seats on
the Senate will involve faculty
more in student affaris. The
newly
created
at-large
representatives will help to
provide continuity from year to
,year.
With
the
ultimate
development
of
a
COP
constitution
and
the
establishment of a firmer
identity in COP the university as
a whole can realize its group
bonds, as it is really homogene
ous. "The differences between
people on different sides of the
Eucalyptus curtain are largely
imagined," says Urbani.
Urbani.
Urbani brings a great deal of
experience to his bid for the
presidency. He held several
governmental positions as a
student at Delta College and is
presently an off-campus senator
in the PSA and serves on the
student-faculty
relations
committee.

Vaughn Seeks to Fulfill
ASUOP's Potential

Tony Vaughn, candidate for
the office of Vice-President of
the Associated Students of UOP
(or ASUOP as the new
constitution labels the hertofore
PSA,) wants to win.
Three factors unite to cause
Vaughn to believe he is best
suited for this office. These are
knowledge, experience, and
willingness to work. Vaughn has
displayed and developed these
characteristics during his past
two years of participation in
student government. He has
served actively on many
committees, and at present, he is
a senator in student government,
as well as a resident intern at
South-West complex.
Experience and knowledge
lead Vaughn to stress the
importance
of
student
involvement as a means of
fulfilling the
university's
ultimate goal;
the
perparation of people for social
motivation and responsibility.
Vaughn emphasizes "I want to
give
students
something
tangible for their $50~not just
dances and athletic events.",,
He proposes to accomplish this
goal by utilizing the AsSUOP
office to capacity; in short, he
plans to initiate several
academically and communityoriented programs.
A student Review Board,
that will concern itself with
academic
standards
and
evaluation heads his list of
proposed academic programs.
Vaughn proposes a review
council that will review and
evalute faculty and courses in a
bi-annual polling. His academic
priority is the library, for which

plans to lobby more study space
and better resources.
Community
programs
Vaughn foresees start with a
community relations council
made up of UOP students living
in Stockton, who would involve
themselves in community clubs
to bring in funds for the
university,.
Extension of
existing UOP
community
programs is also part of
Vaughn's program.
A JOBCORE, made up of five students
who would work with ASUOP
and the placement office to get
jobs for students, rounds out his
proposals.

The Vice-Presidentcy, for
Tony Vaughn, is a link between
students
and
student
government. He is experienced,
as the record show: "I know
the university; I know how it
works," states Vaughn in honest
faith in his familiarity with this
campus.
As for hard work,
which the office entails, he says,
"I worked hard this year-I'll
work hard next year-I won't just
die out." In addidtion to his
experience and affinity for hard
work, Tony Vaughn has a
purpose, that purpose being to
serve the students and not only
the student government,.

i inn

Tony Vaughn, in campaigning for the ASUOP Vice-Presidency, j
is advocating the expansion of academic and community-oriented
programs by initiating a Student Review Board and a community
relations council.

Susan Skeels Opts
for Increased Involvement
The Vice-President of
ASUOP chairs the financial
committee, and Susan Skeels,
candidate for this office, feels
her experience as Delta Gamma
treasurer will prove invaluable
if she is elected.
Her
qualifications reflect a wide
variety of capabilities.
Last year she was president
of SPUR. She was active in high
school student government as
well
as
UOP's
student
government. She has served as a
panhellenic senator to the
student senate, and has worked
on numerous committees,
chairing some.
Susan Skeels has been
involved in our student
this
year;
During the announcement of her candidacy for the office of Vice- government
President, Susan Skeels expressed an excitement about the new accordingly, she knows what is
ASUOP structure and stated, "I would like to be in on seeing the going on around campus. This
knowledge has led her to seek
government work. I want to see it developed.''

this
office.
"Our
new
constitution is a starting point,"
she says. "We finally hpve a
system- it is not perffect, but at
least we have a point from which
to start." She is excited about
the
potential
student
government now has.
She
readily emphasizes, "I would
like to be in on seeing _ the
government work. I want to
see it developed."
The direction she visualizes
for student government is
toward "enhancing student
involvement in university
affairs."
She proposes to
accomplish this goal by working
toward the expansion and
clarification
of
existing
programs and committees.
Skeels would like to see more
student
involvement
in
university committees, even to
the point of allowing some

I hi

4eni
student opinion to have weight in %
the hiring and firing of faculty. Mo:
By enhancing programs 'Acl
involving the community, she
realizes that student involvement;
could reach new heights of
fulfillment for individuals.
Skeels emphasizes that student
government should not sit back fto
and wait for the Anderson Y but ; 'tor,
nnitiate community programs j
that the ASUOP should instigate friitii
Wi
community projectson its own.

The Vice-Presidency is the
office Susan Skeels seeks. She ^at
views the position as one which is
freer to actively initiate student
involvement than are some of 1
the more rigidly defined student
offices. Uniting her
exper
iences with her enthusiasm,
Susan Skeels feels capable of
handling the flexibility of this k
office to serve student interests.
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Four Campaign for five ASUOP Senate Seats
by Dayna Petersen

Mary White

Mary White, current ASUOP
position, stated that her major
elections commissioner, is a
concern will be to attempt to
candidate for the one-year
make Pacific a university and
ASUOP senatorial position.
not a loose union of separate
To
motivate
student
colleges.
participation at UOP is Mary's
The current Off-Campus
major aim.She feels there is also
Senator plans to work within the
a need for an increase in student
new constitution to unify the
voting in ASUOP elections.
campus.
In order to achieve her goal,
She pointed to a student
Mary intends to visit living
union to help achieve unification.
groups on campus to determine
Kati plans to work toward
what students want. She also will
securing an ASUOP union.
encourage students to come to
Another goal of Kati's is
the ASUOP office with their
centered around students'
opinions.
rights. She hopes to be able to
"Acquiring a student union
renew the non-compulsory
at Pacific will be the primary
e'. °nly four Pe°Ple had announced candidacy for
attendance policy.
ACTT^DPoreSS
ASUOP issue next year," White
Improvement of the library is
wk . S(;nate Positions. All were running for a one-year seat. Mary
declares.
White
is
elections
commissioner
currently,
while
Mando
Flores
and
also
an aim of the senatorial
Through her work in the
Dan Nutley are Senators. Not pictured is Rati Twinem, also a
candidate. "The library should
Community
Involvement
Senator.
be the center of a university,"
Program and the Black Student
Kati stated.
Union White has become aware be aware of," states the hopeful
like to look into.
She revealed that Pacific
represented on such matters as
of the need for ASUOP sponsored candidate.
Student awareness, in Dan's rents, new buildings, resident only allocates three percent of its
community programs. She
Armando revealed that opinion, is a key issue in student staffs and meals.
budget to the library, whereas
points to tutorial programs and there are a large number of
government. "A representative
the average of the other colleges
Individual
contact
with
his
volunteer work at the California community students at Pacific
should make sure that the
in the state is at least six percent.
Youth Authority as two possible this year. He feels that ASUOP students are aware of what constituents will be Dan's major
"It is a matter of priorities,"
at
being
a
responsible
attempt
areas of concern.
should take an active part in members of various committees representative. To encourage Kati declared.
Initiating closer ties with motivating community students are doing," Dan states.
By going out to the
feedback from the students, he
Delta Junior College is another to take their services back into
He feels that communication plans to make it known that he is students and making herself
of Mary's goals. She would like to the community.
through newsletters and the a senator and open for all student available for discusssion Kati
allow Delta students to sit in on
He points to a massive "Pacifican" should be utilized so opinion.
hopes to be able to maintain
classes at Pacific.
tutorial program for most South that students can know what is
On controversial issues Dan contact with her constituents.
At the social level, Mary and East Stockton schools as a going on in their government.
She will also depend on
will visit the house governments
hopes that there can be more good starting point.
"Students
should
be and conduct polls to discover feedback from the students she
activities with Delta so that
Student representation in represented
on
any what students think.
represents.
students from both campuses the areas of faculty hiring and administrative-faculty
Kati stressed that, "the most
can get to know each other.
firing, housing and attraction of committee which concerns them
important factor to keep in mind
Personal contact with her new Pacific students will be still on a one-third basis", declares
for the office of student senator is
constituents will be White's another of Flores' goals.
Nutley.
to be an active agent of the
approach to representation. She
Armando will try to stay in
stuents."
He advocates a student
plans io attend house meetings contact with his constituents by directorship in the area of
Kati has served in he past as
on campus in order to become making his office open to any and Housing and Food Service. In
Women's Inter-Dorm Senator
acquainted with student opinion. all criticism. He stressed that
s way, Nutley believes that
Kati Twinem, candidate for and a member of the Student"I will work to dissolve every senator has a mailbox in
udent interests will be the one-year student senate Facuity Relations Committee.
the invisible barriers that have the ASUOP office.
been unconsciously set up within
On the personal level,
and around Pacific. This must be Armando intends to make it
done to achieve total co known to as many students as
operation," states ASUOP possible that he is a senator. In
senatorial candidate Mary that way, he hopes that students
White.
will come to him with their
various opinions.
Armando is currently a
member of the Student-Faculty
Relations Committee, Honor
j
According to Armando Codes Committee and the Drug
Flores, candidate for the one- Abuse Committee. He is also
year ASUOP Senatorial post, Chairman of the ASUOP Easter
i
"students control the ASUOP Egg Hunt for South and East
government. But the majority of Stockton elementary school
diem do not realize it.
children.
"Actually, it is a two-way
exchange. It is up to the students
to come to their representatives
and
in
turn,
for
the
The
ASUOP
one-year
representatives to go out to the
students."
senatorial post is being sought by
Flores, presently a student Dan Nutley. He is currently the
Direct Factory Outlet for the oldest and largest waterbed
senator, announced that working Men's Inter-Dorm Senator and a
manufacturer. Our beds are less than half as expensive as
tor a student union will be one of member of the Student Affairs
"is primary objectives.
Committee.
conventional beds, they will last more than twice as long. The
Better organization within
Increasing communications
Stanford Sleep Laboratory Reports they are a more healthy surface
ls another
one ot Mando's the student government is one of
to sleep on. They are cleaner; and a lot more,
eoncerns. He plans to work with Nutley's primary aims. He feels
'be senators to compile a weekly communication between the
Carnpus newsletter.
various campus governing
In addition, he would like to agencies is a step to attaining
start a column in
the effective organization.
Nutley plans to take a
Pacifican" telling about
student government activities critical look at the present
10% discount for PSA Card holders
each week.
funding program. He wants to
Flores aims also at improving investigate the priorities for
YOU'RE IN BED A THIRD OF
university funds. How much the
Public and community relations.
YOUR LIFE. BE COMFORTABLE
"Pacific has innovative library receives and salaries for
pr°grams that the public should
new faculty are areas he would

Kati Twinem
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Dan Nutley
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MACEY - TRESS
OPTICIANS
EYEWEAR SPECIALISTS

For whatever shape you find

478-5870

yourself in.

228 LINCOLN CENTER

McGeorge Renovates
Physical Plant
A new classroom buildingneeded because of crowded
conditions-is going to be added
to the McGeorge School of Law
in Sacramento.
The Board of Regents has
approved construction of the
approximate 11,000 square feet
structure, which will be erected
on land now occupied by the
office of Dean Gordon Schaber
and a portion of a parking lot
directly west of the dean's office.
Dr. Alistair McCrone, acting
president, said the project "is
evidence of the University's
recognition of the enormous
need for skilled lawyers, and the
vigorous academic strides that
are being taken at McGeorge to
help fill this need. The quality of
the student body and faculty has

CHINA, CRYSTAL
STERLING, GIFTS
Open Thursdays 'Ml 9 p.m

Free Gift Wrap
and Delivery

increased dramatically in the
last few years and the current
expansion plans constitute an
essential forward step in further
development of the academic
program."
Dean Schaber explained
that the building is part of the
master plan for McGeorge and
will
include
two
large
classrooms of 150 seats each,
three seminar rooms of 30 seats
each and administrative offices.
The three seminar rooms will be
convertible into a 90-seat
classroom for lecture purposes.
McGeorge merged with
UOP in 1966, and since that time
enrollment at the law school has
risen 200 per cent. The 678
students now attending day and
evening classes crowd the
existing
facilities
and
enrollment is expected to
surpass 700 in the fall.

BASF—TDK
Recording Tape
Buy 2 . G e t I

FREE

Reel to Reel — Cassettes
8-Track

^Hunter

».
6130 PACIFIC AVE.
477-0082
Doily 9-6
Thurs. 9-9

studios
2002 Pacific Avenue

463 8913

RENTALS
I ADDING
MACHINES

LOW RATES

MECHANICAL
STUDENT
CALCULATORS TYPEWRITERS
ELECTRONIC 3 MONTHS $15
ELECTRIC PORTABLES
$10.00 MONTHLY

San Joaquin
.uuui

1

IBM FACTORY
REBUILT AND USED
RENT—LEASE—
OR BUY

130 Hopiiicaillopnla-465-5881

... and the hits keep on coming
Dear Sir:
We are all indebted to Bart
Berger for having made it clear,
in his article "Firings Outrage
Callison Students", that it's
alright to be prejudiced as long
as you hate the right people. In
that article he says that "As the
meeting progressed, Moore's
use of profanity increased and it
became apparent that his
Southern hackles were raising
(sic) from the pressure."
If Dr. Moore were Latin
American, and Bart Berger had
written, "As the meeting
progressed, Moore's Latin
machismo became steadily
more aroused," there would
have been angry denunciations
of Mr. Berger for his racial slur.
But Dr. Moore is a Texan, and, as
we all learned when Lyndon
Johnson was President, being
bigoted against Texans is
acceptable.
"You may be hip, but you're
a Fascist just like your daddy."
-FrankZappa
Richard Ehrlich
Callison College
Dear Sir:
As Chairman of the Faculty
Grievance Committee, I feel that
I must take this opportunity to
reply to some remarks which
appeared in the March 19th
edition of the Pacifican. Both in
the article on the Grievance
Committee and in remarks
made elsewhere in that issue, I
of the role and function of the
committee and some indications
of mistrust, which may or may
not be a result of the
misunderstanding.
It is the responsibility of the
Faculty Grievance Committee
to provide an avenue for redress
"to any faculty member who
feels he has been dealt with
unfairly in any matter- such as
dismissal, non-reappointment,
tenure, promotion, propriety of
conduct, salary, teaching
evaluation, and assignnment of
teaching load." This is the
charge given to the committee
find a grave misunderstanding
by the Faculty Grievance Pro
cedure, enacted
by
the
Academic Council and the
Executive Policy Committee
last year, from which the above
is a direct quotation. Further, it
should be understood that the
Grievance Committee is only the
first formal body in the
procedure; its decisions are not
final. Before petitioning the
committee, the faculty member
should attempt to resolve his
grievance with the appropriate
administrative officers. After
the committee has acted, its
recommendation is submitted to
the Executive Board of the
Academic Council, which
handles its further disposition.
Even though the Grievance
Committee is thus embedded in
the middle of a somewhat
complicated process, its role is
still a very important and
difficult one. It must judge
whether or not the faculty
member has in fact been treated

unfairly and it must made this
judgement on the basis of the
insitution's own policies and
procedures. It does not make
these policies and procedures; it
does not comment on them
except in so far as the
professional expertise of the
committee finds these not to be
in accord with general academic
standards and practices, for
instance, those generally
formulated by the American
Association of
University
Professors. The procedures of
the University and those of the
profession have been formulated
in a long and arduous process of
trying to determine what
safeguards are necessary to
protect the rights of all parties
within the context of an
academic enterprise.
No
procedure can guarantee
absolutely that mistakes will not
be made and the committee
cannot be guided by its own
feeling of the correctness of the
judgement. It cannot find that a
decision was mistaken; it can
only find whether or not it was
made fairly.
In view of this, I feel that I
must say that I find the assertion
that the Faculty Grievance
Committee should include
student representation to be
false. I have always supported
student efforts to obtain and
increase student participation in
University governance. I know
too that the usual argument
advanced against student
participation is that students
lack expertise; but in this case, I
feel that this claim is warranted.
There are many faculty
members who are not as yet
aware of all the implications of
university
policies
and
procedures, to say nothing of the
further-reaching standards of
the profession. How can we
expect a student to become
aware of these?
There are many ways and
many places in University
governance where student

participation is desirable,
beneficial and even absolutely
necessary.
However,
the
Grievance Committee is not a
part of
the
governance
structure. I would like to point
out that the President's
Committee on Governance,
which was covered somewhat
inadequately in another article
in this edition, is exploring the
possibilities of tri-partitestudent,
faculty
and
administration-responsibility
for policy making. But the
grievance procedure
specifically excludes
administrators
from
the
Grievance Committee, as well as
students.
Students,
like
other
members of the University
community, can assist the
Grievance Committee in its
deliberations. Anyone with
relevant information can appear
as a witness in a hearing, at the
request of one of the parties.
Further, students can, in the
same way as faculty members,
express their concern to the
committee by forwarding
written comments through the
Chairman of the Academic
Council. All such
communications are duly noted
by thecommittee.
In conclusion, I should like to
ask both the students and faculty
of this institution to try to
understand and to have faith in
the Grievance Committee. We
are newly formed and are trying
to function responsibly while at
the same time trying to develop
our own guidelines and
procedures for carrying out
these responsibilities. You do the
whole University a grave
disservice, if you question the
integrity, the independence, or
the judgement of the committee
at this time.
Sincerely yours,
Gwenneth L. Brown
Chairman, Faculty Grievance
Committee
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1 Nader Pushes Action Groups
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by Norman Nichols

figure in dollars and cents or
whether all corporations were
polluters. The author tends to
doubt that many corporations in
the service sector, for example,
are guilty of pollution violations.
Unless Nader "clears the air",
the author will have to present
the adage lover with a new
adage, "there are lies, damn lies
and statistics."

70 years and had been
unenforced with at least 20,0Q0
In a speech delivered a week
violations occured.
ago Thursday, Ralph Nader
The second problem in
discussed
with
Stockton
search of a solution-lack of
residents
a
variety
of
nt's
enforcement-was due to two
contemporary problems as well
iance
basic causes. First of all, Nader
as approaches to the solution of
'ewhat
these problems.
asserted that there is no political
aiticif!
courage in Washington D.C. to go
The problesm discussed by
after crime. Pollution violations
Nader-both
tangible
and
"literate somewhere down our list of
intangible-were, as he pointed
glitter topics behind the Viet
out in the beginning of his
Nam war, the Space Program,
speech, "nothing new". The
Pollution control, Nader
admitting Red China to the
solutions offered by Nader, on emphasized is a matter of
United Nations and the eighteenthe other hand, were new and priorities. When, on the one hand
plausible.
year-old vote. By the time our
Naderpointed out that "We can't
Nader pointed out that wait any longer. We have to legislators have worked through
other priorities and finally come
historically both government develop
a
strategy
of
to the matter of pollution
and private interests have prevention," he was quick to
violations, they are too
resisted programs of pollution mention on the other hand that,
exhausted
or too involved with
control by utilizing three basic
In
1969,
the
Federal
other things to take any action.
arguments. Nader then listed Government spent as much
We need a Joan of Arc to lead the
the arguments: 1. Unavailability money subsidizing the tobacco
pollution platoon.
of technology, 2. Prevention industry as it spent on any type of
The second cause of the lack
costs money, and 3, No pollution control." Hence, a
of enforcement of pollution
connection between pollution blaring need to reevaluate the
statutes is the lack of penalties in
and health hazards; and expenditure priorities of our
the law.
Nader referred to
extensively refuted these Federal Government.
present pollution control laws as
arguments.
How then did Nader suggest
"toothless" and accused them of
we solve the tangible problems
being "no-law-laws."
Emphasizing personal involvement in environmental problems
In response to the first we face in this country, besides
consumer advocate Ralph Nader addressed an audience at the
reevaluating
the
spending
argument, Nader pointed out
Stockton Civic Auditorium March 18. Nader proposed the formation
our
Federal
The third problem Nader
that, "The country has reached a policies of
o action groups to deal with both the problems and solutions of
Government?
The
answer
to
this
discussed was the present Nixon pollution.
plateau of engineering efficiency
question
took
the
form
first
of
administration policy.
Nader
that we can solve all our
tangible solutions to tangible accused
the
Nixon
technological problems."
administration of giving permits environmental problems. Nader
Knowing that we can is nice but problems and then secondly and
"the levels of sacrifice are
to polluters and then claiming wants more than that from
knowing that we will is more importantly, Nader saw
trivial-you are asked to give up
the solution to the mundane
the victory over pollution. The citizaensof the U.S.
immensely more reassuring.
very little to achieve a great
consumer advocate indicated
Nader's concept of
Nader dealt with how we can problems of pollution control
deal."
The Trivial sacrifice
that this policy was very similar citizenship does not merely
deal with our problems later in thru an analysis of our intangible
involves a $3.00 contribution to a
problems-ideologies, ethical
to an analogous situation where embrace voting every two years.
his speech.
fund to pay lawyers and
standards,
etc.-and
a
solution
to
all
the criminals in the city would Nader feels that citizenship must
Nader refuted the frequently
lobbyists to take action on
these types of problems.
become a more active thing if
be licensed and the mayor of that
used cost argument by pointing
environmental programs.
city could claim to have solved Americans are to survive. He
out that the question who stops
The Nader organization will
burglary-because it would no pointed out that "If we live in a
pollution brings to mind the old
provide
the organizational
The tangible solutions
country where citizenship is an
adage, "an ounce of prevention presented by Nader focused on longer be illegal.
structure
to
combat
The solutions to these three opportunity, we must make it an
is worth a pound of cure."
environmental problems if
basic problems: l.the alleged very real problems are obvious- obligation or it will no longer be
students will provide the funds.
The easiest way to deal with lack of laws, 2. lack of
pollution Nader related is to deal enforcement of laws and 3. lack do everything right that we have an opportunity."
Nader closed by pointing out that
The second part of Nader's those who wish to become part of
with it at its source- before it is of administrative support at the previously done wrong. Where
do you start? Nader spent the
answer to the "Where do we THE SOLUTION should write
dumped in a river or dissipated executive level.
rest of his speech answering that
start?' question is the formation to:
into the air. Not enough effort
Donald Ross, 1025 15th
Nader pointed out that
of action groups. When people Street, N.W., Washington, D.C.
Part
of
that
has been exerted to date to pollution laws that do exist are question.
become interested in these Citizenship is still possible, it
provide the ounce of prevention either too old or too weak. The answer took the form of
action groups they will find that just takes a little time and effort.
our
intangible
Nader feels necessary.
The consumer advocate cited the analyzing
audience was told, for example, example of an "1899 criminal problems and solving them. The
that during 1970, "large statute barring the dumping of other part of the answer deals
corporations spent less than one contaminants into navigable with the formation of action
groups.
Per cent of their profits on waters on the part of any
stopping pollution."
business concern." The speaker
When dealing with our
Nader never bothered to was then quick to point out that
intangible problems, Nader
point out the significance of this this law had been on the books for
advocated modeling the U.S.
after our Greek ancestors, the
Athenians. To the Athenians
"city improvement" was a daily
individual
task. The American, however, is
content
with
electing
representatives
every
two
years
1.PSA Senator
and
hoping
that
these
2. Resident Staff of S-W
representatives will handle our
3. Author-COPConstitution

t»l
lot 5
"ante
3 Poinn

TONY!

4. COP Council
5. Chairman-Bookstore Review
6. Student-Faculty Relations
7. Senate Finance Committee
8. University Accreditation Steering Committee
9. COPCharter Committee
10. Finance Audit Committee

TONYVAUGHN
VICE PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE

UAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAW*

HELP NEEDED: !
[Re-elect ArmandoJ
"Mando" Flores >
to the
j1
Associated
>•
J: Student Senate

BENNETT
ASUOP PRESIDENT
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Calaveras Calendar

KUOP

a guide to musical events

Slates Drug-Rock Projects

by Hunter MacDonald

by PaulNasman

Friday, March 26
UOP Wind Ensemble and Concert Band, 8:15pm, Conservatory
Auditorium. Admission free. The first half of the program will

feature the Wind Ensemble, a select group of 45 musicians. Keating
Johnson will be the tuba soloist in a performance of Briccetti's
"Eclogue No. 4" for solo tuba and symphonic band. Johnson, a
sophomore, is a student of Floyd Cooley, tubaist of the San Francisco
Symphony Orchestra. The Wind Ensemble will also perform works
by Wagner, Strauss, and Borodin. The second half of the program will
be presented by the larger Concert Band, and will feature works by
Bach, Khachaturian, Smith, and Dahl. Jeff Simpson, Graduate Band
Assistant, will conduct Smith's "Incidental Suite."

Tuesday, March 30
Western Opera Theater, 3:00pm, Delta College Speech Arts
Auditorium. Admission by ticket only. Complimentary tickets
available at Delta College (R-l, Drama Box Office, and E-2) and
Weberstown Box Office. The Western Opera Theater of San
Francisco will present a production of "The Medium," an opera in
two acts by Gian-Carlo Menotti. The event is sponsored by San
Joaquin Delta College, the Stockton Opera Association, and the
Stockton Symphony Association.

Wednesday, March 31
Gabrioni Trio, Resident Artist Series,8:15pm, Conservatory
Auditorium. Admission Free. UOP Conservatory of Music faculty
members Warren van Bronkhorst, violin, Ira Lehn, violoncello, and
Wolfgang Fetsch, piano, comprise the trio. Van Bronkhorst is
conductor of the University Symphony, and holds a doctorate in
performance from the Eastman School of Music. Lehn, who also has
studied at the Eastman School of Music, teaches cello at the
Conservatory. Fetsch, who teaches piano at UOP, received a Doctor
of Music degree in performance from Indiana University. All three
performers have distinguished themselves in performances with
major symphony orchestras. The Gabrioni Trio will present works
by Mozart, Amram, and Brahms.

Sunday, March 28

Timothy Nolen, Baritone, Community Concert Association,
8:15pm, Conservatory Auditorium. Admission free to season ticket
holders only.
The purpose of Calaveras Calendar is to present a
comprehensive guide to musical events in a compact, easy-to-read
format. No limitation will be placed on the types of events covered.
The only requirement is that they be of general interest to the
students of the University of the Pacific.

Last semester, during the
Winter term, University of the
Pacific's radio station, KUOP
sponsored a very interesting and
culturally appealing winter term
project.
Jim Irwin, the man in
charge of KUOP, had nothing but
praise for the twelve tapes which
were the final product of the
month's work. Although a couple
of the original projects were not
completed, Irwin believed that
the winter term was a complete
success. "We only have to find
time to air then. now."
The projects were basically
radio shows, to be aired on
KUOP, which the student wrote
and produced by himself or in
groups. Two students produced a
show advocating the legalization
of marijuana. This show, which
incidentally was already aired
and will be aired again, is quite
different from other drug-abuse
programs for it is promarijuana.
Another show which is
coming up this spring is a project
on the group Crosby, Stills, and
Nash. Other shows to be aired
include a program aimed at the
attitudes and feelings of the
blacks in Stockton schools; the
Head Start program in Tracy; a
documentary on the Beatles as a
religious experience;
the
problems of an athlete, his
feelings toward his game; and
'"It's as good as it is"; the
development of a rock group
through the ears of a musican.
Irwin insists that this winter
term was the best way for people

to get involved in what they are
interested in. The manipulation
of sound is a far more flexible
medium than is a research
paper. The student must think
about the ways he can
communicate with sound.
Although all the programs
are not really professionally
done, Irwin states, the people

really worked hard at it. They
approached the subject with
more interest than ever could be
generated by writing a term
paper, and the shows had that
quality of imagination which is
usually lacking in a broadcast.

Louise Oatis was the only announced candidate for Head Song
Leader at press time. Norma Clayton was the only candidate for
Head Yell Leader.

children hunt for golden eggs

by Karen Welz
The ASUOP is sponsoring an
Easter Egg Hunt March 27-28 for
2,000 underpriviledged children
in grades kindergarten through
second from ten elementary
schools in south and east
Stockton.
That means 4,000 eggs and
while that seems like an
impossible number, Armando
Flores, Chairman and Chris
Coleman
merit at least
recognition for making the
impossible possible.
The Easter Egg Hunt is
another attempt on the part of
the ASUOP to extend the rapport
between the community and
UOP. This time they have the
backing of the citizens as well as
the school. Fifty dozen eggs
have been donated by Swift
Company, another ten dozen
from HEP, and the rest have
been kindly donated equally
from the Bank of Stockton,
thanks to regent Robert
Eberhardt, President, and the
Hayre'sEggCo.
Donations from the Social
Committee Fund of $50 and$20
from regent Mrs. Paul Davies as
well as some other prospectees
are helping defray the cost for
the dye, the vinegar and the
prizes for the children who find
the "golden eggs."

Paul Fairbrook has offered
Anderson Dining Hall and has
donated free punch; Bill
McGregor of the Alumni
Association has donated cookies.
John Banks of the Parent
Advisory Board considers it an
honor to help ASUOP and he is
helping with transportation and
possible financing.
With all this help, Flores is

planning four separate hunts,
two each day. The area to be
used is the large grassy lawn
directly behind Burns Tower
completely roped off and
monitored by students.
If you are interested iff
helping
Flores
and
his
committee you can call him at
946-2189 or go over to the ASUOP
office.

WANTED!!
1,000
UOP CO-EDS

to receive 8 pair
of earrings
ABSOLUTELY FREE

THEY'RE DRESSES! THEY'RE PANTS!
SPECIAL PURCHASE

*13.

Shortie pant* disguised as dresses. look *o
WEBERSTOWN MALL—STOCKTON
49SO PACIFIC AVE.

feminine yet ready for all activities. Group
of pretty, washable cotton prints and stripes.
2019 Pacific Ave.
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Universities Invest in UtilitiesIn the Public Interest?

VOTE SKIEIS

Hancock Mutual Life Insurance
university
trustees,
WASHINGTON, DC (CPS)-- A presidents and business but Co., and the United States and
and
survey
of
university economics professors.
Foreign Securities Corp.
relationships with corporations
In the energy field he is a
These relationships begin to
discloses substantial conflicts of give a different perspective to director of the Commonwealth
interest, both in university the current debate about the Oil Refining Co., New England
officials' seats on corporate expansion of public utilities into Electric Co., Niagara Mohawk
boards of directors and in the nuclear generating plants, Power Corp., and Middle South
universities' stock portfolios.
I
especially
when
various Utilities, the New York holding
The disclosures suggest a university "experts" testify. company
which
controls
partial reason why so many
Also, university economists are Arkansas Power and Light,
universities are facing severe often called to testify when state Mississippi Power and Light,
j but no matter what...
financial problems due to the
regulatory commissions set and New Orleans Public Service.
depressed stock market.
I
Harvard is the largest
retail
and wholesale power rates.
be sure and VOTE •i •l •l
Universities which
The
most
damaging stockholder in Middle South and
I
borrowed money during the 1968 example of these relationships Harvard's State Street is the
stock boom to finance building involves Case Western Reserve second largest stockholder.
programs and other expansion
Sen.
Metcalf's
staff
on the strength of their stock »surveyed 53 colleges and
portfolios have experienced a
universities by requesting a list
rapidly shrinking collateral base
of their stock holdings.
for the past two years.
Two universities, Stanford
The National Peace Action
In some cases, mostly
University in California and
by Debbie Nikkei
There must be a push for an involving small colleges, they Coalition has called a massive
Rice University in Texas,
There seems to be a
ethnic college where a solid havegone broke.
protest of the US involvement in
refused to let their stock
concensus
among
ethnic
foundation can be et for all
Information concerning Indochina for April 24. The
portfolio be published. Two
minorities at Pacific that a third minorites.
university ownership of public protest is to take the form of two
others, the University of
world college would better fulfill
Alistair McCrone, Acting utilities in particular has been gigantic marches and rallies in
Missouri and the University of
minority needs rather than
President, states unequivocally, compiled by the staff of Sen. Lee San Francisco and Washington,
Chicago,
refused to divulge the
instigation a more exclusive
"I like the third world concept."
Metcalf (D., Mont.). It includes D.C.
extent
of
their
stock holdings.
insitution directed solely toward
He indicates that present substantial ownership by large
A planning meeting for
The survey also revealed that
one
faction;
specifically hearings
concerning
the state universities, including the interested UOP students is
the 53 universities have
Mexican-American.
Mexican-American College are
University of California and the scheduled for Monday (March
substantial
common stock
When asked about the to find out Chicano education
University of Illinois, as well as 29) at 7pm in the Anderson Y.
holdings
in
principal oil
Mex>ean-American
Cluster goals, what role they want the
prestigious private universities, The purpose, according to a
companies. They collectively
College proposed by Chicanos, university to play and the time such as Duke and Harvard.
spokesman, is to get the "US out
own 1,774,130 shares of Standard
Dan Bava of the Anderson Y, table involved. The overriding
Other ties between the of Southeast Asia now."
Oil of New Jersey, worth (in
strongly indicated the need to purpose however, is to find how
universities and public utilities
December, 1970) $130 million;
expand this vision into a larger their ideas fit the broader third
include the presence on utility University and the Cleveland 2,033,971 shares of Texaco, worth
focus There is a need for an all world concept, where all
boards of directors of not only Electric Illuminating Company.
$72 million; 2,319,802 shares of
inclusive college designed minorities would benefit.
Dr. Robert W. Morse, the Gulf, worth $70 million; 773,060
specs ically for all minorities.
president of Case Western, also shares of Mobil, worth $45
Bava cites the current pilot
sits on the board of the electric million; 705,244 shares of
program of CIP. This program
company. As of June 30,1970, the Standard of California, worth $36
could be expanded into a third
university owned 7,420 shares of
million; 406,936 shares of
world college using the people
Cleveland Electric stock, worth Louisiana Land and Exploration
now enrolled to teach Chicano,
in the neighborhood of a quarter worth $24 million; 661,888 shares
Asian. Black and Filipino studies
million dollars, and was also the of Standard of Indiana, worth $35
in one college.
recipient of $238,254 in Cleveland million; and 308,472 shares of
By Karen Goodman
evaluated at 6 units of credit.
By drawing resources from
Electric Illuminating Company Atlantic-Richfield, worth $20
The students worked from 15-20 Foundation grants.
all the se groups, the college in all
In the fall of 1970, Elbert
million.
hours per week.
probability could offer a BA in Covell College initiated a new
Harvard
University
These figures suggest an
Jobs
were
assigned exemplifies the kind of conflict of
Ethnic Studies. Financing would phase of bi-lingual study. A
explanation
for the problems of
depending upon the major of the interest that can arise when a
also be more readily available on group of 18 Covell students,
obtaining
detailed
evaluations of
individual. Many taught English university is rich and invests its
a federal level for a third world under the direction of Gerald S.
damage caused in oil spills.
as
a
second
language
in
public
or
money in profit-incurring stocks. Because university experts do
college program.
Martin, studied at the University
private schools.
Harvard's
investment not want to endanger consulting
Regarding a
singular de San Jose in Costa Rica.
Clark Trevor, a participant portfolio of common stocks was
Mexican-American College,
The group left in late July
arrangements and industry
in the Costa Rican project felt, valued, as of June 30, 1970, at
Kelly Kitagawa, of the Yellow and spent the next four months
grants, they are unwilling to
"most good jobs were to be found $549,844,966. It held 7,251,413
Seed, says Chicano complaints studying and working in San
undertake investigations that
easily in the field of private shares of stock in the energy
are valid, "but they have Jose. Each student carried 6
could reflect negatively on oil
business." In most jobs the corporations.
Harvard's companies.
brothers who are going through units at the university.
students
were
given
treasurer,
George
Bennett,
the same problems." He feels
In addition to studying, all
In particular, California and
responsibilities.
handles
investments
for US officials, not to mention
changes must be instituted, but members of the group had jobs.
Each week seminars were Harvard-YenChing Institute, of various
they must be done in a group. This work experience was
citizens'
groups,
conducted for the group. Their which he is deputy treasurer,
experienced great difficulty
speakers included members of and for the State Street
obtaining information in the
the clergy,
businessmen, Investment Corp., of which he is
wake of the Santa Barbara
archeologists, sociologists and president.
Channel oil spills.
Minister of Culture.
State
Street
handles
The students were housed by investments for Harvard but
individual families or in State Street's 2,062,718 shares in
HELP WANTED:
boarding houses. The housing energy corporations valued at
costs were anywhere from 0 to 75 $62,996,775 (as of Dec. 31, 1969)
Support a
dollars. Social activities were are not included in the Harvard
plentiful.
and -university totals shown
Considering that the Costa above. Bennett is also president
dedicated Senator*
Rican project was a first for of the Federal Street Fund, Inc.,
Covell College, all went rather and of the Second Federal Street
Re-elect
well. Covell is now planning to Fund, Inc. He is a director of
send groups of students to Costa Hewlett-Packard Co., a leading
Rica each semester.
war contractor, the John
DanNutley

for

A.S.U.O.P.

I

VICE-PRIS.

I

Re-evaluation Needed
For Chicano Cluster

War Protest

Covellianos Return
From Costa Rica
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help move uop post the turning point
it nlreody begins to stognoteot. —Seidman
.1!
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Faces' Feed Back New Album

END OF SEASON CLEARANCE

SALE
village sports

By Joseph Arellano

#

299 LINCOLN CENTER

PHONE 478-5615

OPEN WEEK NIGHTS 'TILL 9:00

*Brand X' Undresses
The Establishment
by Ben Shank
From the fertile but feeble
loins of Win Chamberlain, we
have gained a ludicrous monster
called "Brand X." With the help
of an extremely willing crew, he
performs his personal cultural
blitzkrieg. Through this movie,
he reaches new lows in the
rapidly developing non-art of
insanity and devastation, which
is filling in for the lack of art in
our culture.
Those
establishment
institutions which the makers
felt were respected beyond their
worth, were the hardest hit.
Tromping from classic moronic
to modern barbaric, the actors
portray the President as a
mentally deficient buffoon, a
minister as corrupt, viciousJost
soul, and doctors as little more
than De Sades dressed up in
regulation white.
At times the raping of
cultural
norms,
social
institutions in the setting of
studios seem entirely random.
Even the computer, the giant
enterprise still in swaddling, is
targeted. The role of the
proletariat computer
programmer is ridiculed, the
computer
shows
us
its
deleterious-to-humans
underpinnings in a rather forced
expose.
Among all this debunking,
the single "good" the makers
present us with, the single source
of enthusiasm still intact, is that
of sex. Not sex with any erotic or
romantic dimensions, just the
straight bang-bang balling in the
road sort.
While more and more
movies, plays, and novels
appear to be reaching this same
conclusion, I am skeptical that
this view is a response to the
realities of contemporary US
life. The prominence of this view
seems just as likely to be the
result of a lack of boldness on the
part of the creators. Those who
are afraid to shift their mounts to
the still-weak colt of the future
are apt to find themselves
kicking the dead horse of the
past.
While the outer tone of
"Brand X" is satiric, the inner
theme is one of sickness. Why
would Chamberlin and his crew
put together a movie about the
unhealthy
nature
of

establishment life which^will be
shown almost exclusively to
university students such as at
UOP?
They might have sought to
post yet another warning against
the Establishment trap or
liberate us from our remaining
Establishment values by seeing
them through the eyes of the
makers.
The final possibility is that
they created "Brand X" to have
a blast ridiculing a string of
ideas with which they are
inextricably would up. The
keeness of the satirical dialogue
and gesture suggests that the
makers suffered at some point
from far too great an intimacy
with the establishment to which
they now deliver their merciless
blows.
mil

THIS SPACE CONTRIBUTED fc»Y THE PUBLISHER

"'The Faces' philosophy of
music is that it is to be enjoyed...
The group appears to throw its
sounds at the audience and feed
from the rebound." Melody
Maker. The strong feature of
Long Player is 15 minutes of live
give-and-take between the Faces
and their audience. The live
recordings are Faces' versions
of McCartney's "Maybe I'm
Amazed" and Willie Broonzy's
"I Feel So Good." The
recordings here are not lush, but
most honest. Oddly enough,
everyone in. the band is audible
(Rod Stewart, lead vocals
extraordinaire; Ron Wood,
guitars; Ronnie Lane, bass; Ian
McLagan, keyboard; and Kenny
Jones,
drums).
Other
attractions:
"Bad 'N Ruin" - Opens the
album with a guitar riff so strong
that Wood is isolated from the
rest of the band (on the left
channel). Jones goes through
some fine rhythm changes, and
Stewart certainly has fun with
his lvrics..."Going home/'Cause
I've failed you
mother/Back home to Baton
Rouge/With my tail between my
legs/Should you not recognize
me/I've heavily made-up my
eyes..."
"Tell Everyone" - Faces
playing as Smokey and the
Miracles. Rodney with a slow,
soulful vocal; Wood playing
complementary runs; Jones on a
constant pattern; Motownbass.
"Sweet Lady Mary" - In
case you didn't read J.M.'s
review in Rolling Stone: "...an
immeciately attractive tune,
lovely Garth Hudson-ish organ, a
beautiful steel guitar solo, and
magnificent Stewart lyrics
about becoming resigned to
irreconcilability with a former
love."
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"Richmond" - features
Ronnie Lane on bass and vocal.
If you like Free you'll like this
one.
(Like
a
Free
rhythm/melody it will grow on
you, if you give it a chance.)
"Had Me

A

Real Good

BOURBON STREET
LIQUORS

"Jerusalem" - Charming
bottleneck guitar solo by Ron
Wood. Only 1:55 long ... but it
closes this L.P. that runs a cool
45 minutesin length.
P.S.: Fortunately or un
fortunately (depending upon

your musical tastes), this Races
collection lacks a Led ZepplinishFleetwood Macish Steel Slide
Guitar Monster Number like
"Around the Plynth" on "The
First Step" 1851).
, To all interested UOP students- ^
' There will be an open general
|meeting
to
discuss
the
ipossibility of forming an
Iassociation of Orientalstudents.
| Place: Grace Covell Dining Hall
Time: 7:30pm
| Date: Sunday, March 28,1971
For
further
information,
contact:
i
John Ewan-478-0670
Homer Tso - 466-3461
ISylvia Wong - 466-3581 (after
|
5:00)
Frank Young - 462-9606

(

|

gLEASECOME!^ _ ^

UNCLASSIFIED ADS
POSITIONS on next
years PACIFICAN open to
applications now, SALARIES
AVAILABLE, Contact Mary
Arnold at 478-0545 or Edie
Chuthers and Mike Hunt at 3rd
floor
NORTH
HALL+PACIFICAN phone 948-2140.

EDITORIAL

PEN'S PIZZA PLACE is the biggest ripoff in town, capitalist owner 'raises
prices 40%on pizza. PLEASE DON'T

PATRONIZE.

SHOP" Open 12-4pm
weekdays John Ballentyne
Basement, Student made goods,
leather, incense, candles, used
records, etc.
"CARK

WILL YOU BE HUNGRY Saturday

April 17th, Watch this column for
further details.
IT IS ALMOST TIME for the Horny
Sons of Jerusalem to RISE and
RUN again.
HELP WANTED Re elect Armondo

LONG LIVE THE TRIPLE ALLIANCE'A 14
Congratulations to our new
sweetheart'/!;1/;

"MANDO"
Associated
March 30.

US MARINES will have Capt. Robin
R. Bowen on campus at the PSA

VOTES NEEDED March 30 ASUOP
Election by Dan Nutley. Re-elect
a dedicated Senator.

on March 29-30 from 9:30am2:30pm.
Information
on
programs willbe available.
MENof all trades to NORTH SLOPE,
ALASKA and the YUKON, around
$2800.00 a month. For complete
information write to Job
Research, P.O. Box 161, Stn-A,
Toronto, Ono. Enclose $3.00 to
cover cost.
GOOD COFFEE AD DONUTS. Go to

the Y. Always good raps. Every
day.

Flores to the
Student Senate

FOR SALE: 1970 Kawasaki 500,

Abeautiful machine with only
5,000 miles. Phone Mike at 4786354.
FOR SALE: Solar Ski, Metal 210.

Also size 13m Boots, Call Bob
McLean 946-2140.
FOR SALE: Used amp. Cheap see
Dan Bava at Anderson Y.
Female German Sheperd
at noon on 3-24-71 at UOP. No
tags. 3428Dwight Way.

LOST-

WANTED UNCLASSIFIED ADS. SEE OR
CALL GREG LATHROP AT 465-4207

ADS FOR STUDENTS: Only 50 cents

OR PACIFICAN OFFICE946-2140 OR

for 3 lines. Drop your ads by 3rd
floor North hall for Greg.

464-8742.

LIQUORS • WINES
MIXIS • KIO Bill

464-3116

Time" - As soon as the drums
kick-in, it's obvious where this
one came from. The Faces
getting their Ya-Ya's out with
their answer to "Honky Tonk
Women" and "All Right Now".
It's no coincidence that W.B.
wanted their released as a
single. (Note also: Nicky
Hopkins-like piano; saxophones
at the end a la early Small
Faces; patented S.F. fake
ending)
"On The Beach" - "a
delightful tale ... a great
drinking song."

No refunds on cancelled ads. Print your ad here:

ICE

3136 WIST LAN!

(Count approximately 33 letters and spaces for each line)

aooocoooooooooooocoocB

BUCLI,
STARTS APRIL 2nd
NOMINATED FOR 4 ACADEMY AWARDS

•pi YOKUT AVE., 477-932

Boeoooa

U

157 W.ADAMS ST.
CALL 464-6175
THROUGH TUESDAY
THE MARX BROTHERS
and LuclleBallin
Room Service 7:00,9:35
also
3 Little Rascals Comedies:
Little Sinners, Love Business.
Kid From Borneo 8:25,10:55

Print Name
Address

.for.

days

Enclosed is $

Phone
SEND CHECK OR CASH TO:
•
J
•

Admission $1.50 •

PACIFICAN, UNCLASSIFIED ADS
UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC, STOCKTON, CALIF.
95204.
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uop takes third in ncaa western regionals
chance for top twenty
by Mark Austin
The University of the Pacific disappointing for the Tigers Gianelli(ll), Thomason (13),
Basketball squad finished its because they played 60 minutes McCargo(9), and Sperring(9).
excellent
basketball
season last week with a third of
Pacific also hit 16 of 19 from the
Unfortunately
their
overall
place finish in the NCAA
foul line for an 84.2%.
performance
was
marred
by
a
Western Regionals in Salt Lake
The second half of the game
disastrously sloppy second half
City The Bengals lost the opener
was
a complete reversal and a
78-65 to Cal State Long Beach and in the game with Long Beach.
fiasco for the Tigers. For no
In that first game the Tiger
then bounced back to defeat
five came on strong and jumped apparent reason the Bengals fell
Brigham Young 84-81 in the
to a 44-31 halftime lead The apart. Long Beach's press
consolation game.
suddenly became effective and
team shot 51% from the floor in a
The
competition
was
caused 16 Pacific turnovers in
balanced attack featuring
the second half. Long Beach took
advantage of those Tiger errors
and outscored the Bengals 47-21
to register the come-frome
e
s,ude
insurance rates.
Now ASB memhpr. f.
?
nt deserves lower
behind victory.
LO 40%
below comparable poOcie* Th[s"OKM"
• ret'"?'l'ons from
20%

sx rx ';r~

through the Associated Colleae Student n ®

oup".orien,ed

Policy is written

-—For a personalized quote,

fill

in

the blank below and send it to

CSIS, 2740 FULTON AVE, SUITE 105B,
SACRAMENTO, CALIF. 95821 or
TELEPHONE (A/C 916) 482-6658
Name

..btr*i date:

Address
Telephone

-Zip:
School

Year and make of car: ..„

_

Married?
Model

Present policy expires (date):
No. of years licensed to drive:
No. of moving violations, last 3 years:
No. of accidents responsible for (3 years) with damages
exceedina $ 100-

ASIIOP PRESENTS

On Saturday the Tigers
regained their original poise and
once
again
grabbed
a
commanding halftime lead.
However, BYU made as strong a
comeback in the second half and
when they reduced the margin to
one point, it began to look like a
rerun of the Long Beach game.
Fortunately Pacific retained its
composure and secured the
victory on the strength of clutch
foul
shooting
by
Paul
Schiedegger and some wise
defensive strategy by Dick
Edwards.
Gianelli led all scorers in the
second contest with 24 points.
Pacific's outstanding center also
snatched 13 rebounds.
Big "G" was followed in the
scoring department by Pat
Douglas who had an excellent

first half and sparked the Tigers stage has been set for next year.
with his career high of 14 points.
The Bengals will join the
Rounding out the scoring were PCAA next season and an
Bob Thomason with 11 points, automatic rivalry with Long
Scheidegger with 10, Dulaney Beach seems iminent. Also, UC
with 9, and McCargo and Santa Barbara will provide some
Sperring with 8 each.
tough competition.
Pacific has proven itself a
The Bengals shot a very
top contender and next year the
respectable 52.7% from the floor
Tigers could go all the way. This
and 72% from the foul stripe.
year's front line will remain
So the season is over, the
intact and Pat Douglas and John
Tigers are third in the Far West,
Errecart will continue the fine
and Pacific may be ranked in the tradition which Sperring and
top twenty in the final cage polls.
Thomason have established at
More importantly though, the the guard position

Hawaiian Water Beds
6 days a week 10-9, Sun. 10-6

2224 Pacific Ave.
only bed that's trademaiked
by factory and union carbide

"unconditionally guaranteed beds"
all rounded corners on bed
10% discount for PSA Card holders
Candles, Leather goods, earings, waterbeds.
any frame designed at any price
also

Hand crafted items needed for sale

Students Commence
-Challenge Tradition
byKayDilg
In the past few years Pacific
students have witnessed a
gradual breakdown of many of
the time-honored traditions of
this university. We have seen the
decline and fall of Mardi Gras
and Christmas caroling around
the Stagg tree-even Band Frolic
no longer draws the S.R.O.
crowds it once did.
But these traditions are all
relatively unique to this
university and are therefore
solely dependent upon student
interest.
Even
if
the
administration felt so inclined, it
probably could not halt the
apparently inevitable demise of
these ceremonies.
There is,
however, one ceremony left
sacred to this and many other
centers of higher learning, that
academically revered ceremony
known as commencement.
Commencement was first
originated for the student, but
has since been distorted,
according to many, into a dull
and time consuming field day for
loquacious orators.
Well, "the times they are a

changing," and this year
students have a voice in how they
want their commencement to be
run. Clifford Hand, Dean of
Student Affairs of COP, is
heading a composite committee
of faculty and students whose
function is to plan the activities
of commencement.
The committee will decide
the procedure and dress
standard for the ceremony. It
will also select the speakers of
the day from a list of faculty and
student suggestions.
So far the committee has
decided there will be only two
speakers: one faculty member
and a student. This should cut
down considerably on the length
of the ceremony.
The committee is now open
to student suggestions for a
speaker and they would also
appreciate student opinions on
matters of dress and ceremony.
The persons to contact are:
Martie Stewart, 478-8546; Scott
Anderson,464-8049; Jim Geear,
477-7142; Terry Norton,462-3454;
Randy Phair,478-2882 and Janice
Rowley, 462-9419.

Winterberg believes that
current dorms are passee and
accordingly is planning rooms
for four or five students
adjoining a common living area
and private bath. At this point it
is not known whether space
would be reserved for visitors
because a certain maximum
capacity must be maintained
continually to help amortize the
loan.
General plans for the
student union section call for a
main floor with student
government offices, a lounge
area, a recreation area,
conference and small music
rooms. Presently these plans are
being finalized with the help of
the respective groups involved.
The bottom floor of the

.

•

Conservatory Attendence Policy
Invites Variety of Responses

reasonable excuse. A reasonable
excuse encompasses an o.k.
from the infirmary, college
administration or professor.
The policy states: one class
or lesson missed-no penalty, two
classes missed-the individual's
grade drops a half of a grade,
three classes missed-the grade
drops one full grade, etc. The
senate was faced with a threeway choice of action-accept the
policy as presented, propose a
University Center is now
modification of points, or totally
planned to house a food service
reject the policy and create a
facility, bookstore and perhaps a
more applicable one.
banking facility.
Response varied to a great
degree. One member felt that the
Winterberg terms the
proposed policy was, in essence,
project a major step and is quick
not
to point out the credit due to thereafter. About eighteen an ensemble policy
Graves. He warns, however, that months will be required for the applicable to lecture classes.
This seems a relevant point to
no loan has been actually actual construction.
granted, even though the
New criteria set forth by consider.
Ensemble and applied
prospects look good, and that HUD for this type of loan has
students should not form any encouraged UOP's chances. music classes have been
preconceptions based on these Under the new guidelines, operating under this kind of
preliminary plans.
college buildings to be funded system previously because of the
with a HUD loan must be unique need to have the whole group
Under the plan approved by in their approach to building present for a worthwhile
the Board, the university would plans and the school must have rehearsal. Since there are no
apply to the Department of demonstrated some program of tests or lectures in these classes
Housing and Urban Develop assistance for students from low the only reasonable basis for a
ment for an initial loan of about income families. Winterberg grade is made on attendance.
On the other hand, as
$12,000 to develop plans for the believes Pacific has a good
proposed center. This money chance to receive a loan because another member of the senate
would go towards gathering our proposed University Center mentioned, the coercing of
specific information from the is unique and Pacific has the students to attend a class could
organizations which would be Community
Involvement create a rather negative
atmosphere in the classroom
served and laying out a blueprint Program.
to again submit for government
The method by which this and mandatory attendance
approval.
loan will be paid off is similiar to would provide this coercive
The initial loan application that used to pay off other loans factor. This kind of situation can
will be made before May 1 and a such as the one for the building of be detrimental for both student
decision should be coming by the the quads. Currently, this loan is and professor.
Lecture classes operating
middle of July. If this decision is
being paid off with the profits
favorable, UOP would receive a from housing and food service under a mandatory attendance
policy should be avoided, if
contingent loan to go ahead with charges.
the design. If final approval is
Similarly, the loan for a possible, but one of the reasons
given a loan of about 2.4 million University Center would be paid for attendance being a must for
dollars would be forthcoming.
off with the profits from the food these classes is simple: the
According to Winterberg, sercice facility and dorm abundance of freshmen failing
biding could then take place charges. In addition, a student classes last semester due to poor
anywhere from November to union fee of about ten dollars attendance.
Is this the student's fault, or
January of next year and would probably have to be
should the Conservatory create a
construction could start soon charged to each student.

Pacific May Have
University Center
in Two Years
by Bob McLean
Thanks to the efforts of PSA
President Greg Graves and
Financial Vice President Robert
Winterberg, Pacific may soon
have a University Center. The
Board of Regents approved last
week a proposal for application
to the federal government for a
loan to initiate the project. The
structure would be located
between the Anderson complex
and North Hall.
General plans outline a four
story complex, two floors of suite
type dorms and two floors of
student union. The dorms would
be on the plush side with
airconditioning and carpeting as
well as a higher cost to students.
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by Ann Sheppard
A
new
mandatory
attendance
policy
for
Conservatory students came
before the Conservatory senate
with mixed response.
The policy, as stated by Dr.
Preston Stedman, Dean of the
Conservatory of Music, provides
that a student's grade shall be
determined by the number of
classes
attended
with
penalization
for
those
classes
missed
without

policy to, essentially, keep these
disinterested students from
falling in the inevitable pit of
failure? This type of enforcing of
an individual to attend a class
would most likely turn the
student off rather than on. One
professor stated that if she
couldn't offer as interesting
course for a student to want to
attend, then why should the
student attend?
Various courses of action
were proposed by the senate
such as: the acceptence of the
policy as stated by Stedman for
ensemble and applied music and
the creation of a new policy for
lecture
classes,
or
a
modification for all classes. The
decision which was finally
reached by the senate was the
formation of a completely new
policy.
This new recommendation
as presented states: "to give
attendance policy responsibility
to each professor for each class
or applied lesson as he/she sees
fit, and grade accordingly. We
feel that the learning experience
is a profound and complex
interaction between teacher and
student, and that a personal
understanding of expectations
rather than an enforced, allschool policy, is more conducive
to that learning experience.''
This was accepted by the
senate members after an
unanimous vote of disapproval
of the policy presented to them
by Stedman.
Hopefully, this counter
proposal for the attendance
policy of the Conservatory will
meet
the
administrative
standards and will be accepted.
Mandatory attendance is a
rather paradoxical issue to
educational
goals.
Selfdetermination is one of these
goals and the enforcing of
attendance would be the anti
thesis of such goals.

